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Abstract:We initiate the study of non- and ultra-relativistic higher spin theories. For sake of
simplicity we focus on the spin-3 case in three dimensions. We classify all kinematical algebras
that can be obtained by all possible Inönü–Wigner contraction procedures of the kinematical
algebra of spin-3 theory in three dimensional (anti-) de Sitter space-time. We demonstrate how
to construct associated actions of Chern–Simons type, directly in the ultra-relativistic case
and by suitable algebraic extensions in the non-relativistic case. We show how to give these
kinematical algebras an infinite-dimensional lift by imposing suitable boundary conditions in
a theory we call “Carroll Gravity”, whose asymptotic symmetry algebra turns out to be an
infinite-dimensional extension of the Carroll algebra.a
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1 Introduction
Due to the principle of relativity, the notion of kinematical or space-time symmetry algebras,
which contain all symmetries that relate different inertial frames, is a crucial ingredient in the
construction of physical theories. Bacry and Lévy-Leblond have classified all possibilities for
kinematical algebras [1], consisting of space-time translations, spatial rotations and boosts,
under some reasonable assumptions. Apart from the relativistic Poincaré and (A)dS algebras,
this classification also contains the Galilei and Carroll algebras (and generalizations thereof that
include a cosmological constant), that appear as kinematical algebras in the non-relativistic
(c→∞) and ultra-relativistic (c→ 0) limit. Even though fundamental theories are relativistic,
the Galilei and Carroll algebras continue to play an important role in current explorations of
string theory and holography.
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For instance, non-relativistic symmetries underlie Newton-Cartan geometry, a differential
geometric framework for non-relativistic space-times that has found recent applications in
holography [2–10], Hořava-Lifshitz gravity [11–13] and in the construction of effective field
theories for strongly interacting condensed matter systems [14–21].
On the other hand, ultra-relativistic Carroll symmetries have recently been studied in
relation to their connection [22] with the Bondi–Metzner–Sachs (BMS) algebra of asymptotic
symmetries of flat space-time [23, 24]. As such, Carroll symmetries play a role in attempts to
construct holographic dualities in asymptotically flat space-times [25–33], as symmetries of
the S-matrix in gravitational scattering [34] and in the recent notion of ‘soft hair’ on black
hole horizons [35, 36].1
The kinematical algebras that have been classified by Bacry and Lévy-Leblond pertain
to theories that contain bosonic fields with spins up to 2. One can also consider theories
in which massless higher spin fields are coupled to gravity [42]. These so-called ‘higher spin
gauge theories’ have been formulated in (A)dS space-times (see [43–45] for reviews) and have
featured prominently in the AdS/CFT literature, as a class of theories for which holographic
dualities can be constructed rigorously [46–54], essentially because they are a ‘weak-weak’ type
of duality, i.e., CFTs with unbroken higher spin currents are free [55]. They typically contain
an infinite number of higher spin fields. As a consequence, their space-time symmetries are
extended to infinite-dimensional algebras that include higher spin generalizations of space-time
translations, spatial rotations and boosts. Higher spin gauge theories have thus far mostly
been considered in relativistic (A)dS space-times, with relativistic CFT duals2.
Since both higher spin gauge theories as well as non- and ultra-relativistic space-time
symmetries have played an important role in recent developments in holography, it is natural
to ask whether one can combine the two. In order to answer this question, one needs to know
which non- and ultra-relativistic kinematical algebras can appear as space-time symmetries of
higher spin theories. This is the problem that we will start addressing in this paper, in the
context of higher spin gauge theories in three space-time dimensions.
The reason for restricting ourselves to three space-time dimensions stems from the fact
that, as far as higher spin gauge theory is concerned, this case is a lot simpler than its
higher-dimensional counterpart. For instance, in three dimensions it is possible to consider
higher spin gauge theory in flat space-times [63–67], unlike the situation in higher dimensions
where a non-zero cosmological constant is required3. Moreover, in three dimensions higher spin
gauge theories with only a finite number of higher spin fields can be constructed [71]. In the
relativistic case, such theories assume the form of Chern–Simons theories, for a gauge group
that is a suitable finite-dimensional extension of the three-dimensional (A)dS and Poincaré
1Note, however, that the near horizon boundary conditions in [37, 38] lead to a symmetry algebra similar to
but different from BMS, while the near horizon boundary conditions in [39–41] lead to infinite copies of the
Heisenberg algebra, in terms of which BMS (or related symmetry algebras) are composite.
2See however [56–62] for attempts to consider higher spin theories in non-AdS backgrounds with non-
relativistic CFT duals.
3See however [68–70] for recent progress concerning higher spin theories in four dimensional flat space.
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groups. For theories with integer spins ranging from 2 to N in AdS space-time, this gauge
group is given by SL(N,R) ⊗ SL(N,R). Here, we will restrict ourselves for simplicity to
‘spin-3 theory’ for which N = 3, although our analysis can straightforwardly be generalized to
arbitrary N .
In this paper, we will thus extend the discussion of kinematical algebras of [1] to theories
in three space-time dimensions that include a spin-3 field coupled to gravity. In particular, we
will start from the observation made in [1] that all kinematical algebras can be obtained by
taking sequential Inönü-Wigner (IW) contraction procedures4 of the (A)dS algebras. We will
then classify all possible IW contraction procedures of the kinematical algebra of spin-3 theory
in (A)dS3, as well as all possible kinematical algebras that can be obtained by sequential
contraction procedures. Some of the kinematical algebras that are obtained in this way can
be interpreted as spin-3 extensions of the Galilei and Carroll algebras. We will show that
one can construct Chern–Simons theories for (suitable extensions of) these algebras. These
can then be interpreted as non- and ultra-relativistic three-dimensional spin-3 theories. We
will in particular argue that these theories can be viewed as higher spin generalizations of
Extended Bargmann gravity [13, 72–74] and Carroll gravity [75], two examples of non- and
ultra-relativistic gravity theories that have been considered in the literature recently.
The kinematical algebras of spin-3 theories that we obtain in this paper are finite-
dimensional. Relativistic three-dimensional kinematical algebras have infinite-dimensional
extensions that are obtained as asymptotic symmetry algebras upon imposing suitable boundary
conditions on metric and higher spin fields, such as the Virasoro algebra (for the AdS algebra)
[76], the BMS algebra (for the Poincaré algebra) [77, 78] or W -algebras (for their higher spin
generalizations) [79, 80]. It is interesting to ask whether the non- and ultra-relativistic algebras
found in this paper also have infinite-dimensional extensions that correspond to asymptotic
symmetry algebras of their corresponding higher spin gravity theories. We will not attempt to
address this question in full generality in this paper. We will, however, show that the spin-2
Carroll algebra allows for an infinite-dimensional extension. In particular, we will show that
there exist suitable boundary conditions in three-dimensional Carroll gravity, such that the
resulting asymptotic symmetry algebra is an infinite-dimensional extension of the Carroll
algebra. This suggests that a similar result should also hold for the non- and ultra-relativistic
spin-3 theories constructed in this paper as well as for the other spin-2 theories that have not
been investigated in detail yet.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In section 2, we classify all IW contraction
procedures of the kinematical algebra of spin-3 theory in (A)dS3. We then classify all
kinematical algebras that can be obtained by combining these various contraction procedures.
In section 3, we restrict ourselves to the algebras that can be interpreted as non- and ultra-
relativistic ones, for zero cosmological constant. We argue that in the ultra-relativistic cases, a
Chern–Simons theory can be constructed in a straightforward manner. This is not true for the
4The terminology ‘IW contraction procedures’ might perhaps sound a little unconventional at this point.
We refer to section 2.2 for a more precise discussion about the difference in our use of the terms ‘contraction’
and ‘contraction procedures’ and why this is relevant for our work.
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non-relativistic cases. However, we demonstrate that the non-relativistic kinematical algebras
can be suitably extended in such a way that a Chern–Simons action can be written down. We
then show via a linearized analysis that the non- and ultra-relativistic spin-3 Chern–Simons
theories thus obtained can be viewed as spin-3 generalizations of Extended Bargmann gravity
and Carroll gravity, respectively. In section 4 we discuss boundary conditions for Carroll
gravity that lead to an infinite-dimensional extension of the Carroll algebra. This section does
not depend on the results of the previous sections and can therefore be read independently.
Finally, in 5 we end with our conclusions and an outlook for future work.
2 Kinematical Spin-3 Algebras
In this section, we will be concerned with three-dimensional kinematical spin-3 algebras, i.e.
generalized space-time symmetry algebras of theories of interacting, massless spin-2 and spin-3
fields. In particular, following Bacry and Lévy–Leblond [1] we will classify all such algebras
that can be obtained by combining different Inönü-Wigner (IW) contraction [81] procedures
from the algebras that underlie spin-3 gravity in AdS3 and dS3. After recalling the latter, we
will present all possible ways of contracting them, such that non-trivial kinematical spin-3
algebras are obtained, via a classification theorem. The proof of this theorem is relegated to
appendix B. Combining different of these contraction procedures leads to various kinematical
spin-3 algebras, some of which will be discussed in the next section as a starting point for
considering Carroll and Galilei spin-3 gravity Chern–Simons theories.
2.1 AdS3 and dS3 Spin-3 Algebras
Spin-3 gravity in (A)dS3 [79, 80] can be written as a Chern–Simons theory for the Lie algebra
sl(3,R)⊕ sl(3,R) (where the ⊕ denotes the direct sum as Lie algebras) for AdS3 or sl(3,C)
(viewed as a real Lie algebra) for dS3. In the following we will often denote the higher spin
algebra sl(3,R)⊕ sl(3,R), realizing Spin-3 gravity in AdS3, by hs3AdS. Similarly, we indicate
the higher spin algebra sl(3,C), realizing Spin-3 gravity in dS3, by hs3dS. In both cases, the
algebra consists of the generators of Lorentz transformations JˆA and translations PˆA along
with ‘spin-3 rotations’ JˆAB and ‘spin-3 translations’ PˆAB, that are traceless-symmetric in the
(AB) indices (A = 0, 1, 2) 5:
JˆAB = JˆBA , ηAB JˆAB = 0 ,
PˆAB = PˆBA , ηAB PˆAB = 0 . (2.1)
Here, ηAB is the three-dimensional Minkowski metric. We will often refer to {JˆA, PˆA} as the
‘spin-2 generators’ or the ‘spin-2 part’ and similarly to {JˆAB, PˆAB} as the ‘spin-3 generators’
5We refer to appendix A for index and other conventions used in this and upcoming sections.
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or ‘spin-3 part’. Their commutation relations are given by [79, 80]
[
JˆA , JˆB
]
= ABC JˆC ,
[
JˆA , PˆB
]
= ABC PˆC ,[
PˆA , PˆB
]
= ±ABC JˆC ,[
JˆA , JˆBC
]
= MA(B JˆC)M ,
[
PˆA , PˆBC
]
= ± MA(B JˆC)M ,[
JˆA , PˆBC
]
= MA(B PˆC)M ,
[
PˆA , JˆBC
]
= MA(B PˆC)M ,[
JˆAB , JˆCD
]
= −η(A(CD)B)M JˆM ,
[
JˆAB , PˆCD
]
= −η(A(CD)B)M PˆM ,[
PˆAB , PˆCD
]
= ∓η(A(CD)B)M JˆM , (2.2)
where the upper sign refers to hs3AdS and the lower sign to hs3dS. Note that the first two
lines constitute the isometry algebra of (A)dS3, i.e. sl(2,R)⊕ sl(2,R) for AdS3 and sl(2,C),
viewed as a real Lie algebra, for dS3.
For future reference, we mention that the above algebras are equipped with a nondegenerate
ad-invariant symmetric bilinear form that we will denote by 〈· , ·〉 (where the · are placeholders
for generators) and that we will henceforth call the ‘invariant metric’. Its non-zero components
are given by
〈PˆA , JˆB〉 = ηAB , 〈PˆAB , JˆCD〉 = ηA(CηD)B −
2
3ηABηCD . (2.3)
Note that this represents an invariant metric for both hs3AdS and hs3dS. The existence of
this metric allows one to construct Chern–Simons actions for the algebras hs3AdS and hs3dS,
that correspond to the actions for spin-3 gravity in (A)dS3 [79, 80].
In the following, it will prove convenient to introduce a time-space splitting of the indices
A = {0, a; a = 1, 2}. We will thereby use the following notation:
J = Jˆ0 , Ga = Jˆa , H = Pˆ0 , Pa = Pˆa ,
Ja = Jˆ0a , Gab = Jˆab , Ha = Pˆ0a , Pab = Pˆab . (2.4)
Note that we have left out the generators Pˆ00 and Gˆ00 here. These generators are not
independent, due to the tracelessness constraint (2.1) and in the following we will eliminate
them in favour of Pab and Gab. After these substitutions, the commutation relations of hs3(A)dS
in this new basis are given in the first column of table 6.
2.2 All Kinematical Spin-3 Algebras by Contracting hs3(A)dS
Before discussing spin-3, it is convenient to start with giving a short review of the spin-2
case [1]. Since both the spin-2 and spin-3 cases make use of the IW contraction we first discuss
this procedure. We will use this as an opportunity to introduce some terminology that will be
used throughout this paper.
Starting from a Lie algebra g, one can choose a subalgebra h and consider the decomposition
g = h+ i where + denotes the direct sum as vector spaces (not as Lie algebras). Upon rescaling
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the generators of i with a so-called contraction parameter , i→ i, the commutation relations
of g assume the following form
[ h , h ] ⊆ h , [ h , i ] ⊆ 1

h + i , [ i , i ] ⊆ 1
2
h + 1

i . (2.5)
One thus sees that the limit →∞ is well-defined6. Taking this limit leads to an inequivalent
algebra, that is a semidirect sum i B h, for which i is an abelian ideal
[ h , h ] ⊆ h , [ h , i ] ⊆ i , [ i , i ] = 0 . (2.6)
This algebra is called the IW contraction of g with respect to h. The IW contraction is called
‘trivial’ if either h = g or i = g. The procedure that leads to an IW contraction, i.e. that
consists of choosing a subalgebra h, rescaling the generators of i as i→  i and taking →∞,
will be denoted as the ‘IW contraction procedure’ in this paper.
Note that a nontrivial IW contraction procedure is uniquely specified by a suitable choice
of the subalgebra h ⊂ g. Not all possible subalgebras, however, lead to interesting IW
contractions that can e.g. be interpreted as kinematical algebras. For spin-2, the question
which contraction procedures of the isometry algebras of AdS or dS lead to kinematical
algebras, has been addressed by Bacry and Lévy–Leblond [1]. In particular, they have shown
that there are only four different IW contraction procedures of the AdS or dS algebras that
lead to kinematical algebras. These have been called ‘space-time’, ‘speed-space’, ‘speed-time’
and ‘general’ in [1]. Effectively, the first three of these contractions can be described by
either taking a limit of the (A)dS radius ` or the speed of light c. Specifically, the space-time
contraction corresponds to `→∞, the speed-time contraction corresponds to c→ 0 and the
speed-space contraction corresponds to c→∞. However, in this work we suppress factors of `
and c. The general contraction procedure can also be obtained as a sequential contraction
of the other three and therefore does not provide us with a new algebra. Moreover, it has
been shown that there are in total 8 possible kinematical algebras7 that can be obtained
by combining different IW contraction procedures of the AdS or dS isometry algebras. We
have summarized the four IW contraction procedures in the following table 1, by indicating
the subalgebra h with respect to which the contraction procedure is taken, as well as the
generators that form the abelian ideal i:
6For this to be true, it is crucial that h is chosen as a subalgebra of g. Indeed, for h a generic subspace of g,
one has upon rescaling the generators of i that [ h , h ] ⊆ h+  i and the limit →∞ is no longer well-defined.
7The possible kinematical algebras considered in [1] are all possible space-time symmetry algebras that obey
the assumptions that space is isotropic and therefore their generators have the correct (H is a scalar, P, J, G are
vectors) transformation behavior under rotations. Furthermore, parity and time-reversal are automorphisms
and boosts are non-compact.
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Contraction h i
Space-time {J, Ga} {H, Pa}
Speed-space {J, H} {Ga, Pa}
Speed-time {J, Pa} {Ga, H}
General {J} {H, Pa, Ga}
Table 1. The four different IW contraction procedures classified in [1].
The names of the eight kinematical algebras of [1], along with the symbols we will use to
denote them, are given in table 2.
Name Symbol
(Anti) de Sitter (A)dS
Poincaré poi
Para-Poincaré ppoi
Newton–Hooke nh
Galilei gal
Para-Galilei pgal
Carroll car
Static st
Table 2. Names of the kinematical algebras and the symbols that denote them.
The IW contraction procedures and the contracted algebras that we discussed so far can be
conveniently summarized as a cube, see figure 1.
We next consider the spin-3 case where, following the spin-2 case, we will obtain a
classification of all possible contraction procedures8 of hs3AdS and hs3dS by listing all their
possible subalgebras. We start from hs3(A)dS since these are semisimple algebras and can
therefore not be viewed as contractions themselves (as nontrivial contraction procedures always
lead to algebras with an abelian ideal that are thus not semisimple). Now, in order to obtain
contractions that can be identified as interesting kinematical spin-3 algebras, we will impose
two restrictions:
8Here, we will classify different contraction procedures, in the sense defined above as different choices of
subalgebra h. This does not mean that all these contraction procedures lead to non-isomorphic Lie algebras.
Indeed, in the analysis of [1] e.g. one can see that the space-time and speed-time contraction procedures applied
to the AdS3 isometry algebra lead to two contractions that are both isomorphic to the Poincaré algebra. We
should however mention that these algebras are isomorphic in the mathematical sense; physically they can
be regarded as non-equivalent as the isomorphism that relates them corresponds to an interchange of boost
and translation generators. Note also that the different contraction procedures that are classified here are not
necessarily independent. As an example, one can check that the general contraction procedure of table 1 can
be obtained by sequential space-time, speed-space and speed-time contractions in an arbitrary order.
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(A)dS
poi
nh
ppoi
gal
pgal
car
st
Space
-time
Speed-space
Speed-time
Ge
ner
al
Figure 1. This cube summarizes the sequential contractions starting from (A)dS. The lines represent
contraction procedures and the dots represent the resulting contractions. We consider contraction
procedures starting from AdS and dS simultaneously. Each dot can therefore represent one contraction,
if the contraction procedures from AdS and dS lead to the same algebra, or two contractions, if the
contraction procedures from AdS and dS lead to two different results. We have indicated this in the
cube by using single lines, for contraction procedures that lead to the same contraction, and double
lines otherwise. Dashed lines have no specific meaning except that they should convey the feeling of a
three-dimensional cube.
• When restricted to the spin-2 part of the algebra, the contraction procedures should
correspond to those considered in table 1. This ensures that the spin-2 parts of the
algebras obtained by various combinations of these contraction procedures correspond
to the kinematical algebras of [1].
• Furthermore, we will also demand that in the resulting contraction not all commutators
of the spin-3 part are vanishing. This requirement is motivated by the fact that we are
interested in using these contractions to describe fully interacting theories of massless
spin-2 and spin-3 fields. Indeed, as we will show later on, for some of the algebras
obtained here, one can construct a Chern–Simons action for spin-2 and spin-3 fields.
Only when the commutators of the spin-3 part are not all vanishing, do the spin-3 fields
contribute to the equations of motion of the spin-2 fields.
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All ways of contracting hs3AdS and hs3dS that obey these two restrictions can then be
summarized by the following theorem:
Theorem 1. All possible IW contraction procedures, that reduce to those considered in table
1 when restricted to the spin-2 part and that are non-abelian on the subspace spanned by the
spin-3 generators {Ja, Ha, Gab, Pab}, are given by 10 ‘democratic’ contraction procedures that
are specified in table 3 and 7 ‘traceless’ contraction procedures, given in table 4. As in table 1,
we have specified these contraction procedures by indicating the subalgebra h with respect to
which hs3(A)dS is contracted, as well as by giving the resulting abelian ideal i.
Contraction # h i
Space-time 1 {J, Ga, Ja, Gab} {H, Pa, Ha, Pab}
2 {J, Ga, Ha, Pab} {H, Pa, Ja, Gab}
Speed-space 3 {J, H, Ja, Ha} {Ga, Pa, Gab, Pab}
4 {J, H, Gab, Pab} {Ga, Pa, Ja, Ha}
Speed-time 5 {J, Pa, Ja, Pab} {Ga, H, Ha, Gab}
6 {J, Pa, Ha, Gab} {Ga, H, Ja, Pab}
7 {J, Ja} {H, Pa, Ga, Ha, Gab, Pab}
General 8 {J, Gab} {H, Pa, Ga, Ja, Ha, Pab}
9 {J, Ha} {H, Pa, Ga, Ja, Gab, Pab}
10 {J, Pab} {H, Pa, Ga, Ja, Ha, Gab}
Table 3. All democratic contraction procedures
Contraction # h i
Speed-space 4a {J, H, Gab, P12, P22 − P11} {Ga, Pa, Ja, Ha, P11 + P22}
4b {J, H, G12, G22 − G11, Pab} {Ga, Pa, Ja, Ha, G11 + G22}
4c {J, H, G12, G22 − G11, P12, P22 − P11} {Ga, Pa, Ja, Ha, G11 + G22, P11 + P22}
8a {J, G12, G22 − G11} {H, Pa, Ga, Ja, Ha, G11 + G22, Pab}
General 10a {J, P12, P22 − P11} {H, Pa, Ga, Ja, Ha, Gab, P11 + P22}
8b {J, G12, G22 − G11, P11 + P22} {H, Pa, Ga, Ja, Ha, G11 + G22, P12, P22 − P11}
10b {J, P12, P22 − P11, G11 + G22} {H, Pa, Ga, Ja, Ha, G12, G22 − G11, P11 + P22}
Table 4. All traceless contraction procedures
A complete proof of this theorem is given in appendix B. For now, let us suffice by
saying that the proof starts by noting that each of the subalgebras h in table 1 needs to be
supplemented with spin-3 generators, in order to have a contraction with a non-abelian spin-3
part. The proof then proceeds by enumerating, for each of the contraction procedures of table
– 9 –
1, all possibilities in which spin-3 generators can be added to h such that one still obtains a
subalgebra, that leads to a contraction with a non-abelian spin-3 part. We refer to appendix
C for the explicit Lie algebras of the contraction procedures given in table 3.
Finally, let us comment on the terminology ‘democratic’ and ‘traceless’. This terminology
stems from the fact that the three independent generators contained in Pab (Gab) form a real,
reducible representation of J, that can be split into a tracefree symmetric part consisting of
the generators {P12, P22 − P11} ({G12, G22 − G11}) and a trace part P11 + P11 (G11 + G22). The
democratic contraction procedures are such that the subalgebra h contains both tracefree
symmetric and trace components of Pab (Gab), if present. In some cases, it is not necessary to
include the trace component in h in order to obtain a valid subalgebra. This is the case for
the democratic contraction procedures, numbered 4, 8 and 10 in table 3. Moving the trace
component from h to i leads to the traceless cases 4a, 4b, 4c, 8a and 10a in table 4. In the
last two remaining cases both the tracefree symmetric part of Gab (Pab) and the trace part of
Pab (Gab) belong to the subalgebra h. Doing this leads to the traceless cases 8b and 10b.
The democratic contractions can again be summarized as a cube, see figure 2.
3 Spin-3 Carroll, Galilei and Extended Bargmann Chern–Simons Theories
In the previous section, we have classified all possible contraction procedures of the spin-3
AdS3 and dS3 algebras. Combining some of these contraction procedures can lead to algebras
whose spin-2 part corresponds to the Carroll or Galilei algebra. Here, we will study these
cases in more detail. In particular, we will be concerned with constructing Chern–Simons
theories for these spin-3 algebras, or suitable extensions thereof. This extends [75] where the
case of spin-2 Carroll and spin-2 Galilei gravity is discussed.
Assuming that there is an invariant metric 〈· , ·〉 available, the Chern–Simons action can
be constructed as
S[A] =
∫
〈A ∧ dA+ 23A ∧A ∧A〉 , (3.1)
where A is an algebra-valued gauge field. Using the invariant metric (2.3), one can find the
Chern–Simons actions for spin-3 gravity in (A)dS3 [79, 80]. Performing the first contraction
procedure of table 3, i.e. rescaling PˆA →  PˆA, PˆAB →  PˆAB and taking the limit →∞, leads
to the spin-3 Poincaré algebra hs3poi1 of table 6. This algebra can be equipped with the
same invariant metric (2.3) and the associated Chern–Simons action leads to spin-3 gravity in
three-dimensional flat space-time [63, 64].
In order to construct Chern–Simons actions for Carroll and Galilei spin-3 algebras, one
therefore needs to know whether these algebras can be equipped with an invariant metric.
In this respect, it is useful to note that it is not always true that the IW contraction of an
algebra equipped with an invariant metric, also admits one. A counter-example is provided
by the three-dimensional Carroll and Galilei algebras which both arise as IW contractions of
the Poincaré algebra, that in three dimensions has an invariant metric. However, only the
Carroll algebra admits an invariant metric; the Galilei algebra does not. Naively, one can
– 10 –
hs3(A)dS
hs3poi
hs3nh
hs3ppoi
hs3gal
hs3pgal
hs3car
hs3st
#3
#4
#5
#6
#1 #2
Figure 2. This figure summarizes the sequential democratic contractions of table 3. There are 2
space-time (blue; #1,#2), 2 speed-space (red; #3,#4) and 2 speed-time (black; #5,#6) contractions
and combining them leads to the full cube. The commutators of the algebras corresponding to the dots
are given in table 6-13. In comparison to figure 1, we have for clarity omitted the double lines and the
diagonal lines that indicate the direct IW contraction procedures to the static algebras.
thus not construct a Chern–Simons action for the Galilei algebra. Fortunately, there exists
an extension of the Galilei algebra, the so-called Extended Bargmann algebra [13, 72–74],
that can be equipped with an invariant metric and for which a Chern–Simons action can be
constructed.
In this section, we will show that similar results hold in the spin-3 case. In particular,
we will see that the spin-3 versions of the Carroll algebra admit an invariant metric and
that a Chern–Simons action can be straightforwardly constructed. The spin-3 versions of the
Galilei algebra do not have an invariant metric but a theorem due to Medina and Revoy [82]
implies that they can be extended to algebras with an invariant metric. We will then explicitly
construct these ‘spin-3 Extended Bargmann’ algebras and their associated Chern–Simons
actions. In this way, we will obtain spin-3 versions of Carroll gravity [30, 75] and Extended
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Bargmann gravity [13, 72–74].
We will first treat the case of spin-3 Carroll gravity in section 3.1, while the spin-3
Extended Bargmann gravity case will be discussed in section 3.2. In both cases, we will
also study the equations of motion, at the linearized level. This will allow us to interpret
the Chern-Simons actions for these theories as suitable spin-3 generalizations of the actions
of Carroll and Extended Bargmann gravity, in a first order formulation. In particular, this
linearized analysis will show that some of the gauge fields appearing in these actions can be
interpreted as generalized vielbeine, while others can be viewed as generalized spin connections.
The latter in particular appear only algebraically in the equations of motion and are therefore
dependent fields that can be expressed in terms of other fields. We will give these expressions.
In some cases, we will see that not all spin connection components become dependent. We will
argue that the remaining independent spin connection components can be viewed as Lagrange
multipliers that implement certain constraints on the geometry. For simplicity, we will restrict
ourselves to Carroll and Galilei spin-3 gravity theories. The analysis provided here can be
straightforwardly extended to include a cosmological constant.
3.1 Spin-3 Carroll Gravity
There are four distinct ways of contracting hs3(A)dS, such that a spin-3 algebra whose spin-2
part coincides with the Carroll algebra is obtained. These four ways correspond to combining
the contraction procedures 1 and 5, 1 and 6, 2 and 5 or 2 and 6 of table 3 respectively. We
will denote the resulting algebras as hs3car1, hs3car2, hs3car3 and hs3car4. Their structure
constants are summarized in table 9. Note that hs3car3 and hs3car4 each come in two versions,
since we apply the IW contraction procedures to AdS and dS simultaneously. These versions
differ in the signs of some of their structure constants, as can be seen from table 9. The
existence of these different versions when applying the contraction procedures 2 and 5 (or
2 and 6) stems from the fact that the combination of these contraction procedures leads to
different algebras, depending on whether one starts from hs3AdS or from hs3dS. By contrast,
applying contraction procedures 1 and 5 (or 1 and 6) on hs3AdS and hs3dS leads to the same
result, namely hs3car1 (or hs3car2).
By examining the structure constants of table 9, one can see that hs3car1 (hs3car2) and
hs3car3 (hs3car4) are related via the following interchange of generators
Ha ↔ Ja , Pab ↔ Gab (3.2)
plus potentially some sign changes in structure constants, as mentioned in the previous
paragraph. The structure of the Chern–Simons theories will therefore be very similar for
hs3car1 (hs3car2) and hs3car3 (hs3car4). In the following, we will therefore restrict ourselves
to hs3car1 and hs3car2. We will now discuss the Chern–Simons theories for these two cases in
turn.
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3.1.1 Chern–Simons Theory for hs3car1
The commutation relations of hs3car1 are summarized in the first column of table 9. This
algebra admits the following invariant metric
〈H , J〉 = −1 , 〈Pa , Gb〉 = δab ,
〈Ha , Jb〉 = −δab , 〈Pab , Gcd〉 = δa(cδd)b −
2
3δabδcd . (3.3)
This can be obtained either by direct computation or by applying the contraction procedures
1 and 5 of table 3 on the invariant metric (2.3) of hs3(A)dS (suitably rescaled with the
contraction parameters). Using the commutation relations of hs3car1 and the invariant metric
(3.3), the Chern–Simons action (3.1) and its equations of motion can be explicitly written
down. Here, we will be interested in studying the action and equations of motion, linearized
around a flat background solution9 given by
A¯µ = δ0µ H + δaµ Pa . (3.4)
We will therefore assume that the gauge field is given by this background solution A¯µ, plus
fluctuations around this background
Aµ =
(
δ0µ + τµ
)
H+
(
δaµ + eµa
)
Pa+ωµ J+Bµa Ga+τµa Ha+eµab Pab+ωµa Ja+Bµab Gab . (3.5)
Here, τµ can be interpreted as a linearized time-like vielbein, eµa as a linearized spatial vielbein,
while ωµ and Bµa can be viewed as linearized spin connections for spatial rotations and boosts
respectively. Similarly, τµa, eµab, ωµa and Bµab can be interpreted as spin-3 versions of these
linearized vielbeine and spin connections.
Using the expansion (3.5) in the Chern–Simons action (3.1) and keeping only the terms
quadratic in the fluctuations, one finds the following linearized action:
Shs3car1 =
∫
d3x µνρ
(
− 2τµ∂νωρ + 2eµa∂νBρa − 2τµa∂νωρa + 4eµab∂νBρab − 43eµ
aa∂νBρ
bb
− δ0µωνaωρbab − 2δaµωνBρbab − 4δaµωνcBρcbab
)
. (3.6)
9For fields in this flat background solution, the curved µ index becomes equivalent to a flat one. In the
following, we will therefore denote the time-like and spatial values of the µ index by 0 and a. The a index
can moreover be freely raised and lowered using a Kronecker delta. We will often raise or lower spatial a
indices on field components (even if it leads to equations with non-matching index positions on the left- and
right-hand-sides), to make more clear which field components are being meant.
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The linearized equations of motion corresponding to this action are given by
0 = Rµν(H) ≡ ∂µτν − ∂ντµ − δaµBνbab + δaνBµbab ,
0 = Rµν(Pa) ≡ ∂µeνa − ∂νeµa + abδbµων − abδbνωµ ,
0 = Rµν(J) ≡ ∂µων − ∂νωµ ,
0 = Rµν(Ga) ≡ ∂µBνa − ∂νBµa ,
0 = Rµν(Ha) ≡ ∂µτνa − ∂ντµa − abδ0µωνb + abδ0νωµb − 2δbµBνacbc + 2δbνBµacbc ,
0 = Rµν(Pab) ≡ ∂µeνab − ∂νeµab + 12δ
c
µων
(ab)c − 12δ
c
νωµ
(ab)c − δcµωνdcdδab + δcνωµdcdδab ,
0 = Rµν(Ja) ≡ ∂µωνa − ∂νωµa ,
0 = Rµν(Gab) ≡ ∂µBνab − ∂νBµab . (3.7)
The equations
Rµν(H) = 0 , Rµν(Pa) = 0 , Rµν(Ha) = 0 , Rµν(Pab) = 0 (3.8)
contain the spin connections ωµ, Bµa, ωµa and Bµab only in an algebraic way. These equations
can thus be solved to yield expressions for some of the spin connection components in terms
of the vielbeine and their derivatives.
Let us first see how this works for the spin-2 spin connections ωµ and Bµa. The equation
R0a(H) = 0 can be straightforwardly solved for B0a:
B0
a = ab (∂0τb − ∂bτ0) . (3.9)
Similarly, the equation Rab(H) = 0 (or equivalently abRab(H) = 0) can be solved for Bcc (the
spatial trace of Bµa):
Bc
c = 12
ab (∂aτb − ∂bτa) . (3.10)
From Rab(Pc) = 0 (or equivalently abRab(Pc) = 0) one finds the spatial part of ωµ:
ωa =
1
2
bc (∂beca − ∂ceba) . (3.11)
Finally, let us consider the equation R0a(Pb) = 0. The anti-symmetric part of this equation
abR0a(Pb) = 0 can be solved for the time-like part of ωµ:
ω0 =
1
2
ab (∂ae0b − ∂0eab) . (3.12)
The symmetric part R0(a(Pb)) = 0 does not contain any spin connection and can be viewed as
a constraint on the geometry
∂0e(ab) − ∂(ae|0|b) = 0 . (3.13)
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In summary, we find that Rµν(H) = 0 and Rµν(Pa) = 0 lead to the constraint (3.13) as well as
the following solutions for ωµ and Bµa
ωµ =
1
2δ
0
µ 
ab (∂ae0b − ∂0eab) + 12δ
a
µ 
bc (∂beca − ∂ceba) ,
Bµ
a = δ0µ ab (∂0τb − ∂bτ0) +
1
4δ
a
µ 
bc (∂bτc − ∂cτb) + δbµ B˜ba , (3.14)
where B˜ba is an undetermined traceless tensor. The boost connection Bµa is thus not fully
determined in terms of τµ and eµa.
A similar reasoning allows one to solve for certain components of the spin-3 connections
ωµ
a and Bµab. In particular, the equation Rab(Hc) = 0 can be solved for Bdda, a spatial trace
of Bµab:
Bd
da = 14
bc (∂bτca − ∂cτba) . (3.15)
The equation Rab(Pcd) = 0 can be solved for the symmetric, spatial part of ωµa:
ω(ab) = cd
(
∂ced
ab − ∂decab
)
− 13δ
abcd (∂cedee − ∂decee) . (3.16)
The anti-symmetric, spatial part of ωµa can be found from R0a(Ha) = 0:
abωab = ∂0τaa − ∂aτ0a . (3.17)
From the other equations contained in R0b(Ha) = 0 one then finds
B0
ab = 14
(a|c| (∂0τcb) − ∂cτ0b))+ 14cd
(
∂ced
ab − ∂decab
)
− 16δ
abcd (∂cedee − ∂decee) . (3.18)
The equation R0a(Pbc) = 0 can be divided into a part that is fully symmetric in the indices a,
b, c and a part that is of mixed symmetry:
R0a(Pbc) = 0 ⇔ RS0a(Pbc) = 0 and RMS0a (Pbc) = 0 , (3.19)
where
RS0a(Pbc) =
1
3 (R0a(Pbc) +R0c(Pab) +R0b(Pca)) ,
RMS0a (Pbc) =
1
3 (2R0a(Pbc)−R0c(Pab)−R0b(Pca)) . (3.20)
The equation RMS0a (Pbc) = 0 can be solved for ω0a, by noting that
RMS0a (Pbc) = 0 ⇔ abR0a(Pbc) = 0 . (3.21)
The solution one finds is given by
ω0
a = 25
bc (∂be0ca − ∂0ebca) . (3.22)
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The fully symmetric part RS0a(Pbc) = 0 can not be used to solve for other spin connection
components. Rather, it should be viewed as a constraint on the geometry:
∂0eb
ac − ∂be0ac + ∂0eabc − ∂ae0bc + ∂0ecab − ∂ce0ab
+ 25δac
(
∂be0
dd − ∂de0bd + ∂0edbd − ∂0ebdd
)
+ 25δbc
(
∂ae0
dd − ∂de0ad + ∂0edad − ∂0eadd
)
+ 25δab
(
∂ce0
dd − ∂de0cd + ∂0edcd − ∂0ecdd
)
= 0 . (3.23)
This constraint can be slightly simplified. By contracting it with δbc, one finds that
∂ae0
bb − ∂0eabb = 6
(
∂be0
ab − ∂0ebab
)
. (3.24)
Using this, one finds that (3.23) simplifies to
∂0eb
ac − ∂be0ac + ∂0eabc − ∂ae0bc + ∂0ecab − ∂ce0ab + 13δbc
(
∂ae0
dd − ∂0eadd
)
+ 13δac
(
∂be0
dd − ∂0ebdd
)
+ 13δab
(
∂ce0
dd − ∂0ecdd
)
= 0 . (3.25)
One thus finds for the spin-3 sector, that the equations Rµν(Ha) = 0 and Rµν(Pab) = 0 lead to
the constraint (3.25) and the following solutions for ωµa and Bµab:
ωµ
a = 25δ
0
µ
bc (∂be0ca − ∂0ebca) + 12δ
b
µ
(
cd
(
∂ced
ba − ∂decba
)
− 13δ
a
b 
cd (∂cedee − ∂decee) + ba (∂0τcc − ∂cτ0c)
)
,
Bµ
ab = 14δ
0
µ
(
(a|c|
(
∂0τc
b) − ∂cτ0b)
)
+ cd
(
∂ced
ab − ∂decab
)
− 23δ
abcd (∂cedee − ∂decee)
)
+ 112δ
(a
µ 
|de| (∂dτeb) − ∂eτdb))+ δcµB˜cab , (3.26)
where B˜cab is an arbitrary tensor obeying B˜bba = 0. As for the spin-2 sector, one thus finds
that the spin-3 boost connection Bµab can not be fully determined in terms of τµa and eµab.
It is interesting to see what role the undetermined components B˜ba and B˜cab play. In
particular, one can check how these components appear in the Lagrangian and what their
equations of motion are. Upon partial integration in the action (3.6), one finds that the terms
in the Lagrangian involving Bµa can be written as
µνρRµν(Pa)Bρa . (3.27)
The traceless spatial components B˜ba of Bρa thus couple to
cbR0c(Pa)− 12δ
b
a
cdR0c(Pd) . (3.28)
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This can however be rewritten as
− 12
cbR0(a(Pb)) . (3.29)
One thus sees that B˜ba acts as a Lagrange multiplier for R0(a(Pb)) = 0, which led to the
constraint (3.13). Similarly, one can check that B˜cab plays the role of Lagrange multiplier for
the constraint (3.25).
3.1.2 Chern–Simons Theory for hs3car2
The commutation relations of hs3car2 can be obtained by successively applying the contraction
procedures 1 and 6 of table 3 and are given in the second column of table 9. One can check,
either by explicit computation or by contraction of the invariant metric (2.3), that hs3car2
can be equipped with the same invariant metric (3.3) as hs3car1. Similarly, it can be checked
that (3.4) is a solution of the full non-linear equations of motion of the Chern–Simons theory
for hs3car2. As before, we will study the Chern–Simons action and its equations of motion,
linearized around this background. Adopting the linearization ansatz (3.5), the linearized
Chern–Simons action is found to be given by
Shs3car2 =
∫
d3x µνρ
(
− 2τµ∂νωρ + 2eµa∂νBρa − 2τµa∂νωρa + 4eµab∂νBρab − 43eµ
aa∂νBρ
bb
+ 4δ0µBνacBρcbab − 2δaµωνBρbab − 4δaµωνcBρcbab
)
. (3.30)
The linearized equations of motion derived from this action are
0 = Rµν(H) ≡ ∂µτν − ∂ντµ − δaµBνbab + δaνBµbab ,
0 = Rµν(Pa) ≡ ∂µeνa − ∂νeµa + abδbµων − abδbνωµ ,
0 = Rµν(J) ≡ ∂µων − ∂νωµ ,
0 = Rµν(Ga) ≡ ∂µBνa − ∂νBµa ,
0 = Rµν(Ha) ≡ ∂µτνa − ∂ντµa − 2δbµBνacbc + 2δbνBµacbc ,
0 = Rµν(Pab) ≡ ∂µeνab − ∂νeµab + 12δ
c
µων
(ab)c − 12δ
c
νωµ
(ab)c − δcµωνdcdδab + δcνωµdcdδab
− δ0µBνc(ab)c + δ0νBµc(ab)c ,
0 = Rµν(Ja) ≡ ∂µωνa − ∂νωµa ,
0 = Rµν(Gab) ≡ ∂µBνab − ∂νBµab . (3.31)
As in the case of hs3car1, the equations Rµν(H) = 0, Rµν(Pa) = 0, Rµν(Ha) = 0 and Rµν(Pab) =
0 contain the spin connections ωµ, Bµa, ωµa and Bµab algebraically. These equations can
thus be used to express some spin connection components in terms of the vielbeine. Since
the linearized equations of motion for hs3car1 and hs3car2 coincide for the spin-2 sector, the
solutions for ωµ and Bµa are again given by (3.14). As before, the traceless spatial part B˜ba
of Bµa acts as a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint (3.13).
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In the spin-3 sector, one can solve the equations Rcd(Pab) = 0 for the symmetric, spatial
part of ωµa:
ω(ab) = cd
(
∂ced
ab − ∂decab
)
− 13δ
abcd (∂cedee − ∂decee) . (3.32)
From R0c(Paa) = 0, one finds
ω0
a = 13
ab (∂0ebcc − ∂be0cc) , (3.33)
while the remaining equations in R0c(Paa) = 0, together with Rbc(Ha) = 0 lead to
Ba
bc = 12
cd
(
∂de0
ab − ∂0edab
)
− 12δ
acde
(
∂0ed
eb − ∂de0eb
)
+ 12δ
bcde (∂0edea − ∂de0ea)
+ 14δ
bcde (∂dτea − ∂eτda) + 12δ
bcad (∂0edee − ∂de0ee)− 13δ
acbd (∂0edee − ∂de0ee)
+ 16δ
abcd (∂0edee − ∂de0ee) . (3.34)
The traceless part of R0b(Ha) = 0 can be used to solve for B0ab:
B0
ab = 14
(a|c| (∂0τcb) − ∂cτ0b)) , (3.35)
while the trace part R0a(Ha) = 0 leads to the constraint
∂0τa
a − ∂aτ0a = 0 . (3.36)
One thus finds
Bµ
ab = 14δ
0
µ
(a|c| (∂0τcb) − ∂cτ0b))+ δcµ
(
1
2
ad
(
∂de0
bc − ∂0edbc
)
− 12δ
acde
(
∂0ed
eb − ∂de0eb
)
+ 12δ
abde (∂0edec − ∂de0ec) + 14δ
abde (∂dτec − ∂eτdc) + 12δ
abcd (∂0edee − ∂de0ee)
− 13δ
acbd (∂0edee − ∂de0ee) + 16δ
bcad (∂0edee − ∂de0ee)
)
,
ωµ
a = 13δ
0
µ
ab (∂0ebcc − ∂be0cc) + δaµcd
( (
∂ced
ab − ∂decab
)
− 13δ
ab (∂cedee − ∂decee)
)
+ δbµ ab ω˜ , (3.37)
where ω˜ is undetermined. By examining the action (3.30), one can see that ω˜ plays the role of
a Lagrange multiplier for the constraint (3.36).
3.2 Spin-3 Galilei and Extended Bargmann Gravity
In the previous section, we have studied Carroll spin-3 algebras, whose spin-2 part corresponds
to the Carroll algebra. Using the contraction procedures of table 3, one can also obtain
non-relativistic spin-3 algebras, that contain the Galilei algebra. As in the Carroll case, there
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are four distinct ways of doing this, namely by successively applying the contraction procedures
1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3 or 2 and 4 of table 3. We have called the resulting algebras hs3gal1,
hs3gal2, hs3gal3 and hs3gal4 respectively and summarized their commutation relations in
table 10. As in the Carroll case, hs3gal3 and hs3gal4 each come in two different versions,
depending on whether one applies the combination of contraction procedures on hs3AdS or
hs3dS. They are again structurally similar to hs3gal1 and hs3gal2. We will therefore restrict
our discussion here to these two cases.
In contrast to the spin-3 Carroll algebras, whose invariant metrics arose from applying
the relevant contraction procedures on (2.3), a similar reasoning for the spin-3 Galilei algebras
leads to degenerate bilinear forms. One can in fact show by direct computation that they
can not be equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form10. It could be
interesting to investigate these algebras, given explicitly in table 10, and their degenerate
bilinear forms. For the spin-2 case, this has been done in [75]. Due to the degeneracy of
the bilinear form, some of the fields appear without kinetic term in the action (see equation
(3.1)) and are therefore not dynamical. In the spin-2 case, one can nevertheless interpret these
non-dynamical fields as Lagrange multipliers for geometrical constraints, similarly to what
happens in the Carroll cases of the previous section. Although it would be interesting to see
whether similar results hold for the higher spin case, we will not do this here and instead we
will look at Chern-Simons theories where each field has a kinetic term. These can not be
based on the spin-3 Galilei algebras, but interestingly, a theorem due to Medina and Revoy
[82] implies that these algebras can be extended to algebras that admit an invariant metric,
i.e. a nondegenerate ad-invariant symmetric bilinear form. Remarkably, in this way one ends
up with a spin-3 version of the Extended Bargmann algebra. This procedure can be stated as
follows [82, 83].
Theorem 2. Consider a Lie algebra that is a semi-direct sum of Lie algebras g (with generators
Gi) and h (with generators Hα), whose commutation relation are given by
[ Gi , Gj ] = fijkGk [ Hα , Gi ] = fαijGj [ Hα , Hβ ] = fαβγHγ . (3.38)
Suppose furthermore that g is equipped with an invariant metric 〈· , ·〉g
〈Gi , Gj〉g = gij , (3.39)
that is left invariant by the action of h on g, given by the second commutation relation of
(3.38). Denote the dual of h by h∗ (with generators Hα).
10This is even true when one allows nontrivial central extensions. One algebra admits no nontrivial central
extensions (the second cohomology group is trivial), whereas the other does admit three nontrivial extensions
of which no combination of them can be used to define an invariant metric.
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Then, g + h + h∗ (where + denotes a direct sum as vector spaces) forms a Lie algebra d
with commutation relations
[ Gi , Gj ] = f kij Gk + fijαHα [ Hα , Hβ ] = f
γ
αβ Hγ
[ Hα , Gi ] = f jαi Gj [ Hα , Hβ ] = −f βαγ Hγ
[ Hα , Gi ] = 0 [ Hα , Hβ ] = 0 , (3.40)
where fijα = fαikgkj. This Lie algebra d, called the double extension of g by h, moreover
admits an invariant metric 〈· , ·〉d whose non-zero components are given by
〈Gi , Gj〉d = gij , 〈Hα , Hβ〉d = hαβ , 〈Hα , Hβ〉d = δβα , (3.41)
where hαβ represents a possibly degenerate symmetric invariant bilinear form on h.
This theorem can be applied to the ordinary Galilei algebra in three dimensions and
yields the so-called Extended Bargmann algebra [13, 72–74], that extends the Galilei algebra
with two central extensions. Applying the theorem to hs3gal1 and hs3gal2 yields two spin-3
algebras, that we will denote, in hindsight, by hs3ebarg1 and hs3ebarg2 (since they have an
Extended Bargmann spin-2 subalgebra).
The algebra hs3ebarg1 can be obtained by applying the Medina-Revoy theorem to hs3gal1.
Indeed, with the choices g = {Pa, Ga, Pab, Gab}, h = {H, J, Ha, Ja} and
〈Pa , Gb〉g = δab , 〈Pab , Gcd〉g = δa(cδd)b −
2
3δabδcd , (3.42)
the assumptions of the theorem are fulfilled and the algebra hs3ebarg1 can be constructed.
Denoting the generators of h∗ by {H∗, J∗, H∗a, J∗a}, the commutation relations of hs3ebarg1 are
given in table 5. The invariant metric of hs3ebarg1 is explicitly given by
〈Pa , Gb〉 = δab , 〈Pab , Gcd〉 = δa(cδd)b −
2
3δabδcd ,
〈H , H∗〉 = 1 , 〈J , J∗〉 = 1 ,
〈Ha , H∗b〉 = δab , 〈Ja , J∗b〉 = δab . (3.43)
Similarly, starting from hs3gal2 and using the Medina-Revoy theorem with the choices g =
{Pa, Ga, Ha, Ja}, h = {H, J, Pab, Gab} and
〈Pa , Gb〉g = δab , 〈Ha , Jb〉g = −δab , (3.44)
the algebra hs3ebarg2 can be constructed. Denoting the generators of h∗ by {H∗, J∗, P∗ab, G∗ab},
its commutation relations are given in table 5.
This algebra admits the following invariant metric
〈Pa, Gb〉 = δab , 〈Ha, Jb〉 = −δab ,
〈H, H∗〉 = 1 , 〈J, J∗〉 = 1 ,
〈Pab, P∗cd〉 = δa(cδd)b , 〈Gab, G∗cd〉 = δa(cδd)b . (3.45)
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hs3ebarg1 hs3ebarg2
[ J , Ga ] amGm [ J , Ga ] amGm
[ J , Pa ] amPm [ J , Pa ] amPm
[ Ga , H ] −amPm [ Ga , H ] −amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] abH∗ [ Ga , Gb ] abH∗
[ Pa , Gb ] abJ∗ [ Ga , Pb ] abJ∗
[ J , Ja ] amJm [ J , Ja ] amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m [ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm [ J , Ha ] amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m [ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) [ Ga , Gbc ] −a(bJc)
[ Ga , Hb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) [ Ga , Pbc ] −a(bHc)
[ H , Ja ] amHm [ H , Ja ] amHm
[ H , Gab ] −m(aPb)m [ H , Gab ] −m(aPb)m
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) [ Pa , Gbc ] −a(bHc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ [ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm [ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm
[ Ja , Hb ] abH [ Gab , Gcd ] δ(a(cd)b)J
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm [ Gab , Hc ] −δc(ab)mPm
[ Gab , Hc ] −δc(ab)mPm [ Gab , Pcd ] δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Gab , Gcd ] (a(cδd)b)H∗ [ Ga , Jb ] −amP∗mb
[ Pab , Gcd ] (a(cδd)b)J∗ [ Ga , Hb ] −amG∗mb
[ Pa , Gbc ] a(bJ∗c) [ Pa , Jb ] −amG∗mb
[ Ga , Gbc ] a(bH∗c) [ Ja , Jb ] −abH∗
[ Ga , Pbc ] a(bJ∗c) [ Ja , Hb ] −abJ∗
[ J , H∗a ] amH∗m [ J , P∗ab ] −m(aP∗b)m
[ J , J∗a ] amJ∗m [ J , G∗ab ] −m(aG∗b)m
[ H , H∗a ] amJ∗m [ H , P∗ab ] −m(aG∗b)m
[ Ja , J∗ ] −amJ∗m [ Gab , J∗ ] −m(aG∗b)m
[ Ja , H∗ ] −amH∗m [ Gab , H∗ ] −m(aP∗b)m
[ Ja , J∗b ] abJ∗ [ Gab , G∗cd ] (a(cδd)b)J∗
[ Ja , H∗b ] abH∗ [ Gab , P∗cd ] (a(cδd)b)H∗
[ Ha , H∗ ] −amJ∗m [ Pab , H∗ ] −m(aG∗b)m
[ Ha , H∗b ] abJ∗ [ Pab , P∗cd ] (a(cδd)b)J∗
Table 5. Nonzero commutators of hs3ebarg1 and hs3ebarg2. This algebras admit an invariant metric,
given by equation (3.43) and (3.45), respectively.
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Note that for both hs3ebarg1 and hs3ebarg2 the generators {H, J, Pa, Ga, H∗, J∗} form a sub-
algebra that coincides with the Extended Bargmann algebra. The Chern–Simons theories
based on these algebras can therefore be viewed as spin-3 extensions of Extended Bargmann
gravity, studied in [13, 72–74]. In the next subsections, we will discuss these spin-3 Extended
Bargmann gravity theories, at the linearized level.
3.2.1 Chern–Simons Theory for hs3ebarg1
Using the structure constants of table 5 and the invariant metric (3.43), the Chern–Simons
action for hs3ebarg1 can be constructed. As before, we will restrict ourselves to a linearized
analysis. In particular, one can show that the following
A¯µ = δ0µ H + δaµ Pa , (3.46)
is again a solution of the full non-linear equations of motion. Similar in spirit to (3.5), we
consider the following linearization ansatz
Aµ =
(
δ0µ + τµ
)
H +
(
δaµ + eµa
)
Pa + ωµ J +Bµa Ga + τµa Ha + eµab Pab + ωµa Ja +Bµab Gab
+ τ∗µ H∗ + ω∗µ J∗ + τµa∗ H∗a + ωµa∗ J∗a . (3.47)
The linearized field equations can be obtained by putting the following linearized field strengths
to zero
Rµν(H) = ∂µτν − ∂ντµ ,
Rµν(Pa) = ∂µeνa − ∂νeµa − abδ0µBνb + abδ0ν Bµb + abδµb ων − abδνb ωµ ,
Rµν(J) = ∂µων − ∂νωµ ,
Rµν(Ga) = ∂µBνa − ∂νBµa ,
Rµν(Ha) = ∂µτνa − ∂ντµa − abδ0µωνb + abδ0νωµb ,
Rµν(Pab) = ∂µeνab − ∂νeµab − δcµωνdcdδab + δcνωµdcdδab −
1
2δµc
c(aων
b) + 12δνc
c(aωµ
b)
+ δ0µc(aBνb)c − δ0νc(aBµb)c ,
Rµν(Ja) = ∂µωνa − ∂νωµa ,
Rµν(Gab) = ∂µBνab − ∂νBµab ,
Rµν(H∗) = ∂µτ∗ν − ∂ντ∗µ ,
Rµν(J∗) = ∂µω∗ν − ∂νω∗µ + δaµBνbab − δaνBµbab ,
Rµν(Ha∗) = ∂µτνa∗ − ∂ντµa∗ ,
Rµν(Ja∗) = ∂µωνa∗ − ∂νωµa∗ + 2δbµBνcabc − 2δbνBµcabc − abδ0µτ∗νb + abδ0ντ∗µb . (3.48)
As in the Carroll cases, the spin connections ωµ, Bµa, ωµa and Bµab appear algebraically in
the equations
Rµν(Pa) = 0 , Rµν(J∗) = 0 , Rµν(Ha) = 0 , Rµν(Pab) = 0 , Rµν(Ja∗) = 0 ,
(3.49)
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and one can use these equations to express the spin connections in terms of the other fields.
In the spin-2 sector, one straightforwardly finds that Rµν(Pa) = 0 and Rµν(J∗) = 0 lead to
ωµ =
1
2δ
0
µ
(
ab
(
∂ae0
b − ∂0eab
)
+ 12
ab (∂aω∗b − ∂bω∗a)
)
+ 12δ
a
µ
bc (∂beac + ∂beca − ∂aebc) ,
Bµ
a = δ0µab (∂bω∗0 − ∂0ω∗b ) +
1
2δ
b
µ
ac
(
∂(be|0|c) − ∂0e(bc) − ∂bω∗c + ∂cω∗b
)
. (3.50)
Note that all components of ωµ and Bµa are now uniquely determined. This follows from the
fact that the system of equations Rµν(Pa) = 0 and Rµν(J∗) = 0 contains as many independent
equations as there are independent components of ωµ and Bµa.
In the spin-3 sector, one can use the equations
Rµν(Ha) = 0 , Rµν(Pab) = 0 , Rµν(Ja∗) = 0 , (3.51)
to obtain expressions for the connections ωµa and Bµab. Unlike for the spin-2 sector, the
system of equations (3.51) is overdetermined, i.e. the number of equations exceeds the number
of independent components of ωµa and Bµab. One can choose some of the equations of (3.51)
to express ωµa and Bµab in terms of τµa, eµab, ωµa∗ and their derivatives. The remaining
equations can then be interpreted as geometrical constraints, once the expressions for the spin
connections are used. Dividing the system (3.51) into equations that are solved for connections
and equations that remain as constraints, can not be done in a unique way. One convenient
way is to use
R0b(Ha) = 0 , R0b(Paa) = 0 , (3.52)
to solve for ωµa and
R0b(Ja∗)− 12δ
a
bR0c(Jc∗) = 0 , Rbc(Ja∗) = 0 , R0c(Pab)−
1
2δ
abR0c(Pdd) = 0 , (3.53)
to solve for Bµab, while the remaining equations can be interpreted as geometrical constraints.
The solutions for the connections are then explicitly given by
ωµ
a = 13δ
0
µ
ab (∂0ebcc − ∂be0cc) + δbµac (∂bτ0c − ∂0τbc) ,
Bµ
ab = 14δ
0
µ
c(a
(
∂0ωc
b)∗ − ∂cω0b)∗
)
− 14δ
0
µτ
(ab)∗ + 12δ
0
µδ
abτc
c∗
+ 14δ
c
µ
d(a
(
∂0ed
b)c − ∂de0b)c
)
− 14δ
c
µδ
(a
c 
|de| (∂0edb)e − ∂de0b)e)
+ 34δ
c
µδ
abcd (∂0edee − ∂de0ee)− 12δ
c
µδ
abed (∂0edec − ∂de0ec)
− 14δ
c
µδ
abde (∂dωec∗ − ∂eωdc∗)− 16δ
c
µδ
c(ab)d (∂0edee − ∂de0ee) . (3.54)
3.2.2 Chern–Simons Theory for hs3ebarg2
The Chern–Simons theory for hs3ebarg2, with structure constants given in table 5 and invariant
metric (3.45), can again be linearized using the linearization ansatz (3.47). The resulting
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linearized equations of motion are now given by
0 = Rµν(H) ≡ ∂µτν − ∂ντµ ,
0 = Rµν(Pa) ≡ ∂µeνa − ∂νeµa − abδ0µBνb + abδ0νBµb + abδµbων − abδνbωµ ,
0 = Rµν(J) ≡ ∂µων − ∂νωµ ,
0 = Rµν(Ga) ≡ ∂µBνa − ∂νBµa ,
0 = Rµν(Ha) ≡ ∂µτνa − ∂ντµa − abδ0µωνb + abδ0νωµb − 2δbµBνcabc + 2δbνBµcabc ,
0 = Rµν(Pab) ≡ ∂µeνab − ∂νeµab + δ0µc(aBνb)c − δ0νc(aBµb)c ,
0 = Rµν(Ja) ≡ ∂µωνa − ∂νωµa ,
0 = Rµν(Gab) ≡ ∂µBνab − ∂νBµab ,
0 = Rµν(H∗) ≡ ∂µτ∗ν − ∂ντ∗µ ,
0 = Rµν(J∗) ≡ ∂µω∗ν − ∂νω∗µ + δaµBνbab − δaνBµbab ,
0 = Rµν(Pab∗) ≡ ∂µeνab∗ − ∂νeµab∗ ,
0 = Rµν(Gab∗) ≡ ∂µBνab∗ − ∂νBµab∗ + δ0µc(aeνb)c∗ − δ0νc(aeµb)c∗
− 12
c(aδµcων
b) + 12
c(aδνcωµ
b) . (3.55)
One can now use the equations
Rµν(Pa) = 0 , Rµν(J∗) = 0 , Rµν(Ha) = 0 , Rµν(Pab) = 0 , Rµν(Gab∗) = 0 , (3.56)
to express the connections ωµ, Bµa, ωµa and Bµab in terms of the other fields. For the spin-2
sector fields ωµ, Bµa, this is done by solving
Rµν(Pa) = 0 , Rµν(J∗) = 0 . (3.57)
These equations are the same as in the case of hs3ebarg1 and one finds the same solution
(3.50). For the spin-3 sector, one has to solve the equations
Rµν(Ha) = 0 , Rµν(Pab) = 0 , Rµν(Gab∗) = 0 . (3.58)
As in the hs3ebarg1 case, this is an overdetermined set of equations, that can be used to obtain
expressions for ωµa and Bµab along with geometrical constraints. One convenient way of doing
this, is by using the equations
R0a(Ha) = 0 , bcR0c(Gba∗) = 0 , Rcd(Gab∗) = 0 , (3.59)
to solve for ωµa. An expression for Bµab can be found as a solution of
R0b(Ha)− 12δ
a
bR0c(Hc) = 0 , Rbc(Ha) = 0 , R0c(Pab)−
1
2δ
abR0c(Pdd) = 0 . (3.60)
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The connections ωµa and Bµab are then given by
ωµ
a = −23δ
0
µ
(
bc (∂0Bbca∗ − ∂bB0ca∗) + 2ebab∗ − eabb∗
)
+ 12δ
b
µ
cd
(
∂cBd
ab∗ − ∂dBcab∗
)
− 12δ
b
µ
ab (∂0τcc − ∂cτ0c) ,
Bµ
ab = 14δ
0
µ
(a|c| (∂0τcb) − ∂cτ0b))+ 14δ0µcd
(
∂cBd
ab∗ − ∂dBcab∗
)
− 14δ
0
µδ
abcd (∂cBdee∗ − ∂dBcee∗) + 14δ
c
µ
d(a
(
∂0ec
b)d − ∂ce0b)d
)
+ 12δ
c
µδ
abde (∂0edce − ∂de0ce) + 14δ
c
µδ
abcd (∂0edee − ∂de0ee)
+ 14δ
c
µδ
abde (∂dτec − ∂eτdc) . (3.61)
4 Carroll Gravity as Example
In this section we address whether there are interesting infinite extensions of the algebras
discussed above, in the same way that the global conformal algebra in two dimensions gets
extended to the Virasoro algebra by imposing Brown–Henneaux boundary conditions [76].
Rather than being as comprehensive as in the other sections we focus here on a specific simple
example. In fact, we drop the higher spin fields and consider spin-2 Carroll gravity, defined by
a Chern–Simons gauge theory with action (3.1) where the connection 1-form
A = τ H + ea Pa + ω J +Ba Ga (4.1)
takes values in the spin-2 Carroll algebra (a = 1, 2), whose non-vanishing commutation
relations read
[J, Pa] = ab Pb , (4.2a)
[J, Ga] = ab Gb , (4.2b)
[Pa, Gb] = −ab H , (4.2c)
where we use the convention 12 = +1 for the antisymmetric -symbol. The invariant metric
has the non-vanishing entries
〈H, J〉 = −1 〈Pa, Gb〉 = δab (4.3)
fully compatible with (3.3) in the absence of higher spin generators.
Our main goal is not just to find some infinite extension of the algebra (4.2) (this always
exists at least in the form of the loop algebra of the underlying gauge algebra, see e.g. [84]; for
AdS3 gravity such boundary conditions were investigated recently in [85]), but rather to find
an extension that has a ‘nice’ geometric interpretation along the lines of the Brown–Henneaux
boundary conditions. This means that we want to achieve a suitable Drinfeld–Sokolov type of
reduction where not all algebraic components of the connection are allowed to fluctuate. The
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words ‘nice’ and ‘suitable’ here mean that, in particular, we want that the appropriate Carroll
background geometry as part of our spectrum of physical states is allowed by our boundary
conditions, and that all additional states are fluctuations around this background. First, we
recall some basic aspects of Carroll geometry.
The Carroll-zweibein for the flat background geometry in some Fefferman–Graham like
coordinates should take the form
e1ϕ = ρ e2ρ = 1 e1ρ = e2ϕ = 0 (4.4)
so that the corresponding two-dimensional line-element reads
ds2(2) = eaebδab = ρ2 dϕ2 + dρ2 . (4.5)
We shall refer to ρ as ‘radial coordinate’ and to ϕ as ‘angular coordinate’, assuming ϕ ∼ ϕ+2pi.
Moreover, on the background the time-component should be fixed as
τ = dt . (4.6)
Below we shall allow subleading (in ρ) fluctuations in the two-dimensional line-element (4.5)
and leading fluctuations in the time-component (4.6).
We proceed now by stating the result for the boundary conditions that define our example
of Carroll gravity and discuss afterwards the rationale behind our choices as well as the
consistency of the boundary conditions by proving the finiteness, integrability, non-triviality
and conservation of the canonical boundary charges. We follow the general recipe reviewed
e.g. in [57, 86]. First, we bring the connection (4.1) into a convenient gauge (see for instance
[87])
A = b−1(ρ)
(
d+ a(t, ϕ)
)
b(ρ) (4.7)
where the group element
b(ρ) = eρP2 (4.8)
is fixed as part of the specification of our boundary conditions, δb = 0. The boundary
connection a does not depend on the radial coordinate ρ and is given by
aϕ = −J + h(t, ϕ) H + pa(t, ϕ) Pa + ga(t, ϕ) Ga , (4.9a)
at = µ(t, ϕ) H , (4.9b)
where µ is arbitrary but fixed, δµ = 0, while all other functions are arbitrary and can vary.
This means that the allowed variations of the boundary connection are given by
δa = δaϕ dϕ =
(
δh H + δpa Pa + δga Ga
)
dϕ . (4.10)
The full connection in terms of the boundary connection is then given by
A = a+ P2 dρ+ ρ [a, P2] (4.11)
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and acquires its non-trivial radial dependence through the last term, ρ [a, P2] = ρ (P1 −
g1(t, ϕ) H) dϕ. Only the ϕ-component of the connection is then allowed to vary.
δA = δa+ ρ [δa, P2] =
(
δh H + δpa Pa + δga Ga − ρ δg1 H
)
dϕ (4.12)
The above boundary conditions lead to Carroll-geometries of the form
ds2(2) =
[(
ρ+ p1(t, ϕ)
)2 + p2(t, ϕ)2] dϕ2 + 2p2(t, ϕ) dϕ dρ+ dρ2 (4.13)
and
τ = µ(t, ϕ) dt+
(
h(t, ϕ)− ρ g1(t, ϕ)
)
dϕ . (4.14)
Thus, we see that to leading order in ρ the background line-element (4.5) is recovered from
(4.13), plus subleading (state-dependent) fluctuations captured by the functions pa(t, ϕ). As
we shall see in the next paragraph the functions pa and ga are t-independent on-shell. In the
metric-formulation our boundary conditions can be phrased as
ds2(2) =
(
ρ2 +O(ρ)) dϕ2 +O(1) dρ dϕ+ dρ2 (4.15)
and
τ = µ(t, ϕ) dt+O(ρ) dϕ . (4.16)
Note that while the asymptotic form of the two-dimensional line-element (4.15) may have
been guessed easily, the specific form of the time-component (4.16) is much harder to guess,
particularly the existence of a ‘shift’-component proportional to dϕ that grows linearly in ρ.
Fortunately, the Chern–Simons formulation together with the gauge choice (4.7) minimizes
the amount of guesswork needed to come up with meaningful boundary conditions.
We consider now the impact of the equations of motion on the free functions in the
boundary connection (4.9). Gauge-flatness F = 0 implies
∂taϕ − ∂ϕat + [at, aϕ] = ∂taϕ − ∂ϕat = 0 . (4.17)
As a consequence, we get the on-shell conditions (which also could be called ‘holographic
Ward identities’)
∂tpa = ∂tga = 0 ∂th = ∂ϕµ . (4.18)
Thus, most of the functions in the boundary connection (4.9) are time-independent, with the
possible exception of h and µ.
The boundary-condition preserving transformations, δλˆA = dλˆ+ [A, λˆ] = O(δA), gener-
ated by λˆ = b−1λb have to obey the relations
δλat = ∂tλ+ [at, λ] = ∂tλ = 0 , (4.19a)
δλaϕ = ∂tλ+ [aϕ, λ] = O(δaϕ) , (4.19b)
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where O(δaϕ) denotes all the allowed variations displayed in (4.10). It is useful to decompose
λ with respect to the algebra (4.1).
λ = λH H + λPa Pa + λJ J + λGa Ga . (4.20)
The first line in (4.19) establishes the time-independence of λ, while the second line yields the
consistency condition
∂ϕλ
J = 0 (4.21)
as well as the transformations rules
δλh = ∂ϕλH −
(
p1λ
G2 − p2λG1 + g1λP2 − g2λP1
)
, (4.22a)
δλpa = ∂ϕλPa − ab
(
λPb − pbλJ
)
, (4.22b)
δλga = ∂ϕλGa − ab
(
λGb − gbλJ
)
. (4.22c)
Applying the Regge–Teitelboim approach [88] to Chern–Simons theories yields the follow-
ing background-independent result for the variation of the canonical boundary charges
δQ[λ] = k2pi
∮
〈λˆ δA〉 = k2pi
∮
〈λ δaϕ〉 dϕ (4.23)
which in our case expands to
δQ[λ] = k2pi
∮ (− λJδh+ λPaδga + λGaδpa) dϕ . (4.24)
The canonical boundary charges are manifestly finite since the ρ-dependence drops out in
(4.23); they are also integrable in field-space since our λ is state-independent.
Q[λ] = k2pi
∮ (− λJh+ λPaga + λGapa) dϕ . (4.25)
The result (4.25) clearly is non-trivial in general. To conclude the proof that we have meaningful
boundary conditions we finally check conservation in time, using the on-shell relations (4.18)
as well as the time-independence of λ, see (4.19a):
∂tQ[λ]
∣∣
EOM
= − k2pi
∮
λJ∂th dϕ = − k2pi
∮
λJ∂ϕµ dϕ =
k
2pi
∮
µ∂ϕλ
J dϕ . (4.26)
By virtue of (4.21) we see that the last integrand vanishes and thus we have established charge
conservation on-shell:
∂tQ[λ]
∣∣
EOM
= 0 . (4.27)
Since our canonical boundary charges (4.25) are finite, integrable in field space, non-trivial and
conserved in time the boundary conditions (4.7)-(4.12) are consistent and lead to a non-trivial
theory. For later purposes, it is useful to note that due to the constancy of λJ only the zero
mode charge associated with the function h can be non-trivial. This means that we can
gauge-fix our connection using proper gauge transformations such that h = const.
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We now introduce Fourier modes in order to be able to present the asymptotic symmetry
algebra in a convenient form.11
Pan :=
1
2pi
∮
dϕ einϕga(t, ϕ)
∣∣
EOM
, (4.28a)
Gan :=
1
2pi
∮
dϕ einϕpa(t, ϕ)
∣∣
EOM
, (4.28b)
J := − 12pi
∮
dϕh(t, ϕ)
∣∣
EOM
. (4.28c)
A few explanations are in order. Due to our off-diagonal bilinear form (4.3) we associate the
nth Fourier mode of the functions ga (pa) with the generator Pan (Gan). For the same reason
we associate J with minus the zero mode of h. Finally, the subscript ‘EOM’ means that all
integrals are evaluated on-shell, in which case all t-dependence drops out (and in the last
integral also all ϕ-dependence).
We make a similar Fourier decomposition of the gauge parameters λi, where i refers to
the generators Pa, Ga and J; the parameter λH is not needed since it does not appear in the
canonical boundary charges (4.25), so all gauge transformations associated with it are proper
ones and can be used to make h constant.
λPan :=
1
2pi
∮
dϕ einϕλPa(ϕ) , (4.29a)
λGan :=
1
2pi
∮
dϕ einϕλGa(ϕ) . (4.29b)
Note that we have used (4.19) to eliminate all time-dependence and that λJ is a constant
according to (4.21) thus requiring no Fourier decomposition.
The variations (4.22) of the state-dependent functions then establish corresponding
variations in terms of the Fourier components (4.28), (4.29).
δPan = −inλGan − abλGbn + abλJPbn , (4.30a)
δGan = −inλPan − abλPbn + abλJGbn , (4.30b)
δJ =
∑
n∈Z
ab
(
Ganλ
Gb−n + Panλ
Pb−n
)
. (4.30c)
From the variations (4.30) we can read off the asymptotic symmetry algebra, using the
fact that the canonical generators generate gauge transformations via the Dirac bracket
δλ1Q[λ2] = {Q[λ1], Q[λ2]}.
Converting Dirac brackets into commutators then establishes the asymptotic symmetry
algebra as the commutator algebra of the infinite set of generators Pan, Gan and J. The central
element of this algebra will be associated with (minus) H, concurrent with the notation of
11There is no meaning to the index positions in this section. The only reason why we write Pan and Gan instead
of corresponding quantities with lower indices is that our current convention is easier to read.
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(4.2). Evaluating (4.30) yields12
[J, Pan] = ab Pbn , (4.31a)
[J, Gan] = ab Gbn , (4.31b)
[Pan, Gbm] = −
(
ab + inδab
)
H δn+m, 0 , (4.31c)
where all commutators not displayed vanish. We have thus succeeded in providing an infinite
lift of the Carroll algebra (4.2), which is contained as a subalgebra of our asymptotic symmetry
algebra (4.31) by restricting to the zero-mode generators Pa = Pa0, Ga = Ga0 in addition to J
and H. As a simple consistency check one may verify that the Jacobi identities indeed hold.
The only non-trivial one to be checked is the identity [[J, Pan], Gbm] + cycl. = 0.
We conclude this section with a couple of remarks. The boundary conditions (4.7)-(4.9)
by no means are unique and can be either generalized or specialized to looser or stricter
ones, respectively. In particular, we have switched off nearly all ‘chemical potentials’ in
our specification of the time-component of the connection (4.9b), and it could be of interest
to allow arbitrary chemical potentials. Apart from this issue there is only one substantial
generalization of our boundary conditions, namely to allow for a state-dependent function in
front of the generator J in the angular component of the connection (4.9a). As mentioned
in the opening paragraph of this section, in that case the expected asymptotic symmetry
algebra is the loop algebra of the Carroll algebra (4.2). In principle, it is possible to make
our boundary conditions stricter, but that would potentially eliminate interesting physical
states like some of the Carroll geometries (4.13), (4.14).13 Thus, while our choice (4.7)-(4.9)
is not unique it may provide the most interesting set of boundary conditions for spin-2 Carroll
gravity. Using the same techniques it should be straightforward to extend the discussion of
this section to higher spin Carroll gravity and related theories discussed in this paper.
5 Discussion
In this paper, we have extended the work of Bacry and Lévy-Leblond [1] by classifying all
possible kinematical algebras of three-dimensional theories of a spin-3 field coupled to gravity,
that can be obtained via (sequential) Inönü-Wigner contraction procedures of the algebras
of spin-3 gravity in (A)dS. This classification can be found in section 2 and the resulting
possible kinematical algebras, along with their origin via contraction, are summarized in
figure 2. We have summarized the commutation relations of the algebras in tables 6-13. The
algebras of tables 9 and 10 are suitable generalizations of the Carroll and Galilei algebras,
that correspond to the ultra-relativistic and non-relativistic limits of the Poincaré algebra.
12Note that our definitions of Fourier-components (4.28), (4.29) require that we associate the negative
Fourier components of the λ with the positive Fourier components of the generators so that, for instance,
[Pbn, J] = δλPb−n
J.
13Perhaps the most interesting specialization of our boundary conditions would be one where the two-
dimensional line-element (4.13) is unaltered but the time-component (4.14) is more restricted, e.g. by requiring
that no shift term proportional to dϕ is generated.
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These algebras have been used in section 3 as a starting point to construct higher spin
generalizations of ultra-relativistic and non-relativistic gravity theories. We have argued that
one can easily construct a Chern-Simons action for the spin-3 Carroll algebras, that leads to a
spin-3 generalization of Carroll gravity. We have moreover shown that Chern-Simons actions
can be written down for suitable extensions of the spin-3 Galilei algebras, that lead to spin-3
generalizations of Extended Bargmann gravity. The algebras constructed in this paper are
finite-dimensional. We have shown in section 4 that the three-dimensional Carroll algebra
admits an infinite-dimensional extension, that is the asymptotic symmetry algebra of Carroll
gravity with suitable boundary conditions. This can be taken as a hint that similar results
hold for the non- and ultra-relativistic algebras constructed in this paper, as well as for the
spin-2 algebras whose infinite-dimensional extensions have not been addressed in the literature
yet.
There are several questions that are worthwhile for future study. The non- and ultra-
relativistic spin-3 gravity theories constructed here, are given in the Chern-Simons (i.e. first
order ‘zuvielbein’) formulation. It is interesting to see whether a metric-like formulation can
be constructed and whether the linearized field equations can be rewritten as Fronsdal-like
equations. The results for the linearized spin connections given in section 3 should be useful
in this regard.
In this paper, we have restricted ourselves to spin-3 theories, by considering algebras that
are obtained via (sequential) Inönü-Wigner contraction procedures of sl(3,R) ⊕ sl(3,R) or
sl(3,C). This analysis can be extended to theories with fields up to spin N , by considering
contraction procedures of sl(N,R)⊕ sl(N,R) or sl(N,C) [89]. One can then study the non-
and ultra-relativistic gravity theories that arise in this way and in particular investigate the
types of boundary conditions that lead to interesting asymptotic symmetry algebras. It would
be particularly interesting to see whether it is possible to construct non- and ultra-relativistic
versions of non-linear W -algebras.
Another research direction concerns the inclusion of fermionic fields with spins higher
than or equal to 3/2. This will require a classification of contraction procedures of Lie
superalgebras and can lead to higher spin generalizations of three-dimensional Extended
Bargmann supergravity [74].
Some of the results presented in this paper are also useful for studies of Hořava-Lifshitz
gravity, that has been proposed as a new framework for Lifshitz holography [12, 13, 90–95].
Extended Bargmann gravity has been argued to correspond to a special case of Hořava-Lifshitz
gravity [13]. In this paper, we have constructed spin-3 generalizations of Extended Bargmann
gravity. It is conceivable that these can be interpreted as suitable spin-3 generalizations of
Hořava-Lifshitz gravity. It would be interesting to check whether this is indeed the case and
whether the construction presented here can be generalized to yield spin-3 generalizations of
generic Hořava-Lifshitz gravity theories.
Finally, higher spin theory has recently been argued to describe some of the excitations in
fractional quantum Hall liquids [96]. Newton-Cartan geometry and gravity, that are based on
extensions of the Galilei algebra, have been very useful in constructing effective actions that
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can capture transport properties in studies of the fractional quantum Hall effect. It would be
interesting to investigate whether the non-relativistic higher spin gravity theories that can be
constructed using the results of this paper, can play a similar role.
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A Conventions
In this paper, we adopt the convention that the symmetrization of a pair of indices a, b are
denoted with parentheses (ab), while anti-symmetrization is denoted with square brackets [ab].
Symmetrization and anti-symmetrization is performed without normalization factor, i.e.,
T(ab) = Tab + Tba T[ab] = Tab − Tba . (A.1)
Nested (anti-)symmetrizations are understood to be taken from the outermost ones to the
innermost ones, e.g.
T(a(bc)d) = Ta(bc)d + Td(bc)a = Tabcd + Tacbd + Tdbca + Tdcba . (A.2)
Vertical bars denote that the (anti-)symmetrization does not affect the enclosed indices, e.g.,
T[a|bc|d] = Tabcd − Tdbca . (A.3)
With our conventions this means that T(a|(bc)|d) = T(a(bc)d).
Upper case Latin indices denote space-time indices, while lower case ones denote spatial
indices:
A,B,C,M, . . . = 0, 1, 2 , a, b, c,m, . . . = 1, 2 . (A.4)
We take the following conventions for the metric
ηAB = diag(−,+,+) ηab = δab = diag(+,+) . (A.5)
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For the Levi-Civita symbol, we adopt the following convention:
012 = 12 = 1 , 0ab = ab , ab = ab . (A.6)
The Lie algebraic direct sum of the Lie algebras a and b is denoted by a⊕ b, i.e. a and b
are ideals. The direct sum as vectorspaces is denoted by a + b, i.e. they do not necessarily
commute with each other.
B Proof of Theorem 1
In order to obtain contraction procedures of hs3AdS3 and hs3dS3 that reduce to those of
table 1 when restricted to the spin-2 part, we start from the subalgebras h of table 1. For each
of these four contraction procedures, one needs to add spin-3 generators to the subalgebra h,
since otherwise one is led to contractions with an abelian spin-3 part. From table 1 one sees
that the subalgebra h always contains the generator J. The spin-3 generators that one adds
to h therefore need to fall into irreducible representations of J, under the adjoint action, in
order to make sure that the enlarged h is a subalgebra. The spin-3 generators fall into the
following irreducible representations of J:
{Ja} , {Ha} , {G12, G22 − G11} , {G11 + G22} , {P12, P22 − P11} , {P11 + P22} . (B.1)
The proof then proceeds by checking, for each of the subalgebras h of table 1, which of these
irreducible representations can be added to h, such that the enlarged h forms a subalgebra
that leads to a contraction with a non-abelian spin-3 part. Below we discuss the different
contraction procedures.
• Space-time contraction procedures: In this case we add irreducible representations (B.1)
to {J, Ga}.
– Adding Ja, one finds from the commutator [Ga, Jb] that one needs to add all Gab
(i.e. both irreducible representations {G12, G22 − G11} and {G11 + G22}) in order to
obtain a subalgebra. One thus finds the subalgebra h = {J, Ga, Ja, Gab}.
– Adding instead {G12, G22 − G11}, one finds from the commutator of these two
generators with Ga that one also needs to add Ja to obtain a subalgebra. From the
commutator [Ga, Jb], one then finds that one also needs to add all Gab. One thus
again finds the subalgebra h = {J, Ga, Ja, Gab}.
– Similarly, if one adds {G11 + G22} to {J, Ga}, one is again led to the subalgebra
h = {J, Ga, Ja, Gab}.
– It is not possible to add other spin-3 generators to {J, Ga, Ja, Gab}, without ending
up with a trivial contraction. Indeed, adding either {Ha}, {P12, P22 − P11} or
{P11 + P22}, one finds that requiring that one ends up with a subalgebra leads to a
trivial contraction procedure.
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Adding either {Ja}, {G12, G22 − G11} or {G11 + G22}, one thus only finds a non-trivial
contraction procedure based on the subalgebra h = {J, Ga, Ja, Gab}. The only other
possibility for a space-time contraction procedure is thus obtained by adding {Ha},
{P12, P22 − P11} or {P11 + P22} to {J, Ga}. Repeating the above reasoning with the
replacement Ja ↔ Ha and Gab ↔ Pab, one sees that the only non-trivial space-time
contraction procedure based on this choice is given by the subalgebra {J, Ga, Ha, Pab}.
We thus find that the only non-trivial space-time contraction procedures are the ones
based on the subalgebras {J, Ga, Ja, Gab} and {J, Ga, Ha, Pab}.
• Speed-time contraction procedures: In this case we add irreducible representations (B.1)
to {J, Pa}. We can apply the same reasoning as for the space-time contraction procedures
to find that the only non-trivial speed-time contraction procedures are the ones based
on the subalgebras {J, Pa, Ja, Pab} and {J, Pa, Ha, Gab}.
• Speed-space contraction procedures: In this case we add irreducible representations
(B.1) to {J, H}.
– Adding Ja, one finds from the commutator [H, Ja] that one also needs to add Ha to
obtain a subalgebra. Similarly, adding instead Ha, one finds from the commutator
[H, Ha] that one needs to add Ja to obtain a subalgebra. Adding either Ja or Ha thus
leads to a subalgebra {J, H, Ja, Ha}. This subalgebra is maximal in the sense that
adding any other spin-3 generators leads to a trivial contraction procedure.
– Adding instead only G11 +G22 or P11 +P22 leads to a contraction with abelian spin-3
part, so this is excluded.
– Adding {G12, G22 − G11}, one finds from their commutators with H that one also
needs to add {P12, P22 − P11}. Similarly, adding {P12, P22 − P11}, one finds that
one also needs to add {G12, G22 − G11}. One thus finds a contraction procedure
based on the subalgebra {J, H, G12, G22 − G11, P12, P22 − P11}. This subalgebra is not
maximal as both G11 + G22 and P11 + P22 commute with it. One can thus obtain
other contraction procedures based on the subalgebras {J, H, Gab, P12, P22 − P11},
{J, H, G12, G22 − G11, Pab} and {J, H, Gab, Pab}.
One can check that the above possibilities exhaust all possibilities for non-trivial speed-
space contraction procedures. So, one finds that the only non-trivial speed-space contrac-
tion procedures are based on the subalgebras {J, H, Ja, Ha}, {J, H, G12, G22−G11, P12, P22−
P11}, {J, H, Gab, P12, P22 − P11}, {J, H, G12, G22 − G11, Pab} and {J, H, Gab, Pab}.
• General contraction procedures: In this case we add irreducible representations (B.1) to
{J}.
– Adding Ja leads to a subalgebra {J, Ja} that obeys all requirements.
– Adding Ha similarly leads to a subalgebra {J, Ha} that satisfies all requirements.
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– Since [Ja, Hb] generates H, adding Ja and Ha simultaneously brings one back to the
case of the speed-space contraction procedures that was already discussed above.
– Adding extra spin-3 generators to either {J, Ja} or {J, Ha} leads only to trivial
contractions.
– Adding only G11 + G22 or P11 + P22 to {J} leads to a contraction with abelian spin-3
part, so this is excluded.
– Adding {G12, G22−G11} or {P12, P22−P11} to {J} leads to valid subalgebras. Adding
them simultaneously, one finds that their commutator generates H, bringing us
back to the speed-space contractions already discussed above. Restricting oneself
to general contractions, one thus finds two subalgebras {J, G12, G22 − G11} and
{J, P12, P22 − P11}. These are not maximal as both G11 + G22 and P11 + P22 com-
mute with them. One can thus obtain other contraction procedures based on
the subalgebras {J, Gab}, {J, Pab}, {J, G12, G22 − G11}, {J, G12, G22 − G11, P11 + P22},
{J, P12, P22 − P11} and {J, P12, P22 − P11, G11 + G22}.
The above reasoning exhausts all possible general contraction procedures, that are thus
based on subalgebras {J, Ja}, {J, Ha}, {J, Gab}, {J, Pab}, {J, G12, G22− G11}, {J, G12, G22−
G11, P11 + P22}, {J, P12, P22 − P11} and {J, P12, P22 − P11, G11 + G22}.
C Explicit Commutation Relations of the Democratic Spin-3 Algebras
This appendix contains tables with all the commutation relations of the spin-3 algebras that
can be obtained via sequential application of the ‘democratic’ IW contraction procedures. We
start each table with the spin-2 commutation relations, then proceed with the mixed spin
commutation relations and conclude with the spin-3 commutation relations. The table caption
contains information about what type of higher spin version we are dealing with (e.g. higher
spin version of Poincaré, Galilei or Carroll). Under the heading ‘Contraction #’, we have
indicated one possibility of obtaining the corresponding algebra as a sequential application of
IW contraction procedures. The numbers in this heading refer to the contraction procedures
of table 3.
For layout reasons the tables start on the next page.
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hs3(A)dS(−)+ hs3poi1 hs3poi2
Contraction # 1 2
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0 0
[ J , Pa ] amPm amPm amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] −abJ −abJ −abJ
[ Ga , H ] −amPm −amPm −amPm
[ Ga , Pb ] −abH −abH −abH
[ H , Pa ] ±amGm 0 0
[ Pa , Pb ] ∓abJ 0 0
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) −(amGbm + abGmm) −(amGbm + abGmm)
[ Ga , Gbc ] −a(bJc) −a(bJc) −a(bJc)
[ Ga , Hb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) −(amPbm + abPmm) −(amPbm + abPmm)
[ Ga , Pbc ] −a(bHc) −a(bHc) −a(bHc)
[ H , Ja ] amHm amHm 0
[ H , Gab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m 0
[ H , Ha ] ±amJm 0 ±amJm
[ H , Pab ] ∓m(aGb)m 0 ∓m(aGb)m
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) −(amPbm + abPmm) 0
[ Pa , Gbc ] −a(bHc) −a(bHc) 0
[ Pa , Hb ] ∓(amGbm + abGmm) 0 ∓(amGbm + abGmm)
[ Pa , Pbc ] ∓a(bJc) 0 ∓a(bJc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ abJ 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm 0
[ Ja , Hb ] abH abH abH
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm δa(bc)mPm δa(bc)mPm
[ Gab , Gcd ] δ(a(cd)b)J δ(a(cd)b)J 0
[ Gab , Hc ] −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm
[ Gab , Pcd ] δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Ha , Hb ] ±abJ 0 ±abJ
[ Ha , Pbc ] ±δa(bc)mGm 0 ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] ±δ(a(cd)b)J 0 ±δ(a(cd)b)J
Table 6. Higher spin versions of the (A)dS and Poincaré algebra. The upper sign is for AdS (and
contractions thereof) and the lower sign for dS (and contractions thereof).
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hs3nh1 hs3nh2
Contraction # 3 4
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0
[ J , Pa ] amPm amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] 0 0
[ Ga , H ] −amPm −amPm
[ Ga , Pb ] 0 0
[ H , Pa ] ±amGm ±amGm
[ Pa , Pb ] 0 0
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) 0
[ Ga , Gbc ] 0 −a(bJc)
[ Ga , Hb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) 0
[ Ga , Pbc ] 0 −a(bHc)
[ H , Ja ] amHm amHm
[ H , Gab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ H , Ha ] ±amJm ±amJm
[ H , Pab ] ∓m(aGb)m ∓m(aGb)m
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) 0
[ Pa , Gbc ] 0 −a(bHc)
[ Pa , Hb ] ∓(amGbm + abGmm) 0
[ Pa , Pbc ] 0 ∓a(bJc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm
[ Ja , Hb ] abH 0
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm δa(bc)mPm
[ Gab , Gcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)J
[ Gab , Hc ] −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm
[ Gab , Pcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Ha , Hb ] ±abJ 0
[ Ha , Pbc ] ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] 0 ±δ(a(cd)b)J
Table 7. Higher spin versions of the Newton–Hooke algebra. The upper sign is for contractions of
AdS and the lower sign for contractions of dS.
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hs3ppoi1 hs3ppoi2
Contraction # 5 6
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0
[ J , Pa ] amPm amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] 0 0
[ Ga , H ] 0 0
[ Ga , Pb ] −abH −abH
[ H , Pa ] ±amGm ±amGm
[ Pa , Pb ] ∓abJ ∓abJ
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) 0
[ Ga , Gbc ] 0 −a(bJc)
[ Ga , Hb ] 0 −(amPbm + abPmm)
[ Ga , Pbc ] −a(bHc) 0
[ H , Ja ] amHm 0
[ H , Gab ] 0 −m(aPb)m
[ H , Ha ] 0 ±amJm
[ H , Pab ] ∓m(aGb)m 0
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) −(amPbm + abPmm)
[ Pa , Gbc ] −a(bHc) −a(bHc)
[ Pa , Hb ] ∓(amGbm + abGmm) ∓(amGbm + abGmm)
[ Pa , Pbc ] ∓a(bJc) ∓a(bJc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm
[ Ja , Hb ] abH abH
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm 0
[ Gab , Gcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)J
[ Gab , Hc ] 0 −δc(ab)mPm
[ Gab , Pcd ] δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Ha , Hb ] 0 ±abJ
[ Ha , Pbc ] ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] ±δ(a(cd)b)J 0
Table 8. Higher spin versions of Para-Poincaré algebra. The upper sign is for contractions of AdS and
the lower sign for contractions of dS.
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hs3car1 hs3car2 hs3car3 hs3car4
Contraction # 1, 5 1, 6 5, 2 6, 2
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Pa ] amPm amPm amPm amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , Pb ] −abH −abH −abH −abH
[ H , Pa ] 0 0 0 0
[ Pa , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) 0 −(amGbm + abGmm) 0
[ Ga , Gbc ] 0 −a(bJc) 0 −a(bJc)
[ Ga , Hb ] 0 −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 −(amPbm + abPmm)
[ Ga , Pbc ] −a(bHc) 0 −a(bHc) 0
[ H , Ja ] amHm 0 0 0
[ H , Gab ] 0 −m(aPb)m 0 0
[ H , Ha ] 0 0 0 ±amJm
[ H , Pab ] 0 0 ∓m(aGb)m 0
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 0
[ Pa , Gbc ] −a(bHc) −a(bHc) 0 0
[ Pa , Hb ] 0 0 ∓(amGbm + abGmm) ∓(amGbm + abGmm)
[ Pa , Pbc ] 0 0 ∓a(bJc) ∓a(bJc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ 0 0 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm 0 0
[ Ja , Hb ] abH abH abH abH
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm 0 δa(bc)mPm 0
[ Gab , Gcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)J 0 0
[ Gab , Hc ] 0 −δc(ab)mPm 0 −δc(ab)mPm
[ Gab , Pcd ] δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Ha , Hb ] 0 0 0 ±abJ
[ Ha , Pbc ] 0 0 ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] 0 0 ±δ(a(cd)b)J 0
Table 9. Higher spin versions of the Carroll algebra. The upper sign is for contractions of AdS and
the lower sign for contractions of dS.
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hs3gal1 hs3gal2 hs3gal3 hs3gal4
Contraction # 1, 3 1, 4 3, 2 4, 2
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Pa ] amPm amPm amPm amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , H ] −amPm −amPm −amPm −amPm
[ Ga , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ H , Pa ] 0 0 0 0
[ Pa , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) 0 −(amGbm + abGmm) 0
[ Ga , Gbc ] 0 −a(bJc) 0 −a(bJc)
[ Ga , Hb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 −(amPbm + abPmm) 0
[ Ga , Pbc ] 0 −a(bHc) 0 −a(bHc)
[ H , Ja ] amHm amHm 0 0
[ H , Gab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m 0 0
[ H , Ha ] 0 0 ±amJm ±amJm
[ H , Pab ] 0 0 ∓m(aGb)m ∓m(aGb)m
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 0 0
[ Pa , Gbc ] 0 −a(bHc) 0 0
[ Pa , Hb ] 0 0 ∓(amGbm + abGmm) 0
[ Pa , Pbc ] 0 0 0 ∓a(bJc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ 0 0 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm 0 0
[ Ja , Hb ] abH 0 abH 0
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm δa(bc)mPm δa(bc)mPm δa(bc)mPm
[ Gab , Gcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)J 0 0
[ Gab , Hc ] −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm
[ Gab , Pcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)H 0 δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Ha , Hb ] 0 0 ±abJ 0
[ Ha , Pbc ] 0 0 ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] 0 0 0 ±δ(a(cd)b)J
Table 10. Higher spin versions of the Galilei algebra. The upper sign is for contractions of AdS and
the lower sign for contractions of dS.
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hs3pgal1 hs3pgal2 hs3pgal3 hs3pgal4
Contraction # 3, 5 3, 6 4, 5 4, 6
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Pa ] amPm amPm amPm amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ H , Pa ] ±amGm ±amGm ±amGm ±amGm
[ Pa , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) 0 0 0
[ Ga , Gbc ] 0 0 0 −a(bJc)
[ Ga , Hb ] 0 −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 0
[ Ga , Pbc ] 0 0 −a(bHc) 0
[ H , Ja ] amHm 0 amHm 0
[ H , Gab ] 0 −m(aPb)m 0 −m(aPb)m
[ H , Ha ] 0 ±amJm 0 ±amJm
[ H , Pab ] ∓m(aGb)m 0 ∓m(aGb)m 0
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 0
[ Pa , Gbc ] 0 0 −a(bHc) −a(bHc)
[ Pa , Hb ] ∓(amGbm + abGmm) ∓(amGbm + abGmm) 0 0
[ Pa , Pbc ] 0 0 ∓a(bJc) ∓a(bJc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ 0 0 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm
[ Ja , Hb ] abH abH 0 0
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm 0 δa(bc)mPm 0
[ Gab , Gcd ] 0 0 0 δ(a(cd)b)J
[ Gab , Hc ] 0 −δc(ab)mPm 0 −δc(ab)mPm
[ Gab , Pcd ] 0 0 δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Ha , Hb ] 0 ±abJ 0 0
[ Ha , Pbc ] ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] 0 0 ±δ(a(cd)b)J 0
Table 11. Higher spin versions of the Para-Galilei algebra. The upper sign is for contractions of AdS
and the lower sign for contractions of dS.
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hs3st1 hs3st2 hs3st3 hs3st4
Contraction # 1, 3, 5 = 7 1, 4, 6 = 8 2, 3, 6 = 9 2, 4, 5 = 10
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Pa ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , Gb ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ H , Pa ] 0 0 0 0
[ Pa , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] −(amGbm + abGmm) 0 0 0
[ Ga , Gbc ] 0 −a(bJc) 0 0
[ Ga , Hb ] 0 0 −(amPbm + abPmm) 0
[ Ga , Pbc ] 0 0 0 −a(bHc)
[ H , Ja ] amHm 0 0 0
[ H , Gab ] 0 −m(aPb)m 0 0
[ H , Ha ] 0 0 ±amJm 0
[ H , Pab ] 0 0 0 ∓m(aGb)m
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 0 0
[ Pa , Gbc ] 0 −a(bHc) 0 0
[ Pa , Hb ] 0 0 ∓(amGbm + abGmm) 0
[ Pa , Pbc ] 0 0 0 ∓a(bJc)
[ Ja , Jb ] abJ 0 0 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm δa(bc)mGm 0 0
[ Ja , Hb ] abH 0 abH 0
[ Ja , Pbc ] δa(bc)mPm 0 0 δa(bc)mPm
[ Gab , Gcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)J 0 0
[ Gab , Hc ] 0 −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm 0
[ Gab , Pcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)H 0 δ(a(cd)b)H
[ Ha , Hb ] 0 0 ±abJ 0
[ Ha , Pbc ] 0 0 ±δa(bc)mGm ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] 0 0 0 ±δ(a(cd)b)J
Table 12. Higher spin versions of the static algebra. The upper sign is for contractions of AdS and
the lower sign for contractions of dS.
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hs3st5 hs3st8 hs3st6 hs3st7
Contraction # 3, 1, 6 4, 2, 6 1, 4, 5 3, 2, 5
[ J , Ga ] amGm amGm amGm amGm
[ J , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Pa ] amPm amPm amPm amPm
[ Ga , Gb ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , H ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ga , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ H , Pa ] 0 0 0 0
[ Pa , Pb ] 0 0 0 0
[ J , Ja ] amJm amJm amJm amJm
[ J , Gab ] −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m −m(aGb)m
[ J , Ha ] amHm amHm amHm amHm
[ J , Pab ] −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m −m(aPb)m
[ Ga , Jb ] 0 0 0 −(amGbm + abGmm)
[ Ga , Gbc ] 0 −a(bJc) 0 0
[ Ga , Hb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 0 0
[ Ga , Pbc ] 0 0 −a(bHc) 0
[ H , Ja ] 0 0 amHm 0
[ H , Gab ] −m(aPb)m 0 0 0
[ H , Ha ] 0 ±amJm 0 0
[ H , Pab ] 0 0 0 ∓m(aGb)m
[ Pa , Jb ] −(amPbm + abPmm) 0 0 0
[ Pa , Gbc ] 0 0 −a(bHc) 0
[ Pa , Hb ] 0 0 0 ∓(amGbm + abGmm)
[ Pa , Pbc ] 0 ∓a(bJc) 0 0
[ Ja , Jb ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ja , Gbc ] δa(bc)mGm 0 δa(bc)mGm 0
[ Ja , Hb ] abH 0 0 abH
[ Ja , Pbc ] 0 0 δa(bc)mPm δa(bc)mPm
[ Gab , Gcd ] 0 0 0 0
[ Gab , Hc ] −δc(ab)mPm −δc(ab)mPm 0 0
[ Gab , Pcd ] 0 δ(a(cd)b)H δ(a(cd)b)H 0
[ Ha , Hb ] 0 0 0 0
[ Ha , Pbc ] 0 ±δa(bc)mGm 0 ±δa(bc)mGm
[ Pab , Pcd ] 0 0 0 0
Table 13. Higher spin versions of the static algebra which can not be directly contracted. The upper
sign is for contractions of AdS and the lower sign for contractions of dS.
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